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Overview 

WealthPortal is pleased to be the major sponsor of this fantastic initiative developed by 

Money Management and Pinnacle Practice. 

The aim of this book is to guide readers through the difficult due diligence process 

of choosing an administration and investment platform, how to understand what’s 

available via digital solutions and thinking beyond business use to client engagement. 

The common question we get asked is: ‘Why would I use WealthPortal?’ The fact is 

that all platforms have strengths and weaknesses; the trick is to be able to ask the right 

questions to be able to decide which one is best suited to you and your clients. This 

book will help you understand the jargon, the common features and has a case study 

that highlights the way certain product features can assist to create quality outcomes 

for your clients. 

WealthPortal is pleased to get involved in the Little Black Book as it gives us an 

opportunity to showcase our unique capabilities side-by-side with the institutional 

incumbents, and it provides a quality forum to reach out to like minded financial 

planning professionals that are looking for an independent partner. 

This capability is demonstrated by a transactional product reach across over 800 

wholesale managed funds, over 20 SMAs, any asset on the ASX (including the recently 

released M Funds), over 27 cash and term deposit providers, multiple retail insurance 

options, full residential and commercial property reporting, reporting  across multiple 

ownership and tax structures to be able to truly consolidate a clients’ overall position. 

This depth of capability provides advisers with the breadth of investment product 

choice that enables advisers to meet the needs of their clients, particularly for SMSF 

trustees, without the imbedded conflicts of vertical integration. Combined with the 

ability to hold assets in the clients’ ‘own name’ or in custody allows ease of asset 

transfer plus the hosting ‘non administered assets’ for the more bespoke assets of 

these SMSFs. 

The ability to tailor the investment menu to replicate a dealer group APL provides 

some additional compliance comfort in the products being recommended, designed to 

meet the stringent regulatory requirements of a licensee. 

With this sort of information available to dealer groups and advisers, with practical 

examples of how product features and benefits translate to client outcomes, the Little 

Black Book of platforms becomes the bible for new and existing advisers looking to 

either select their first platform or review their current provider/s. 

We hope you enjoy the contents of the book and it truly does assist in helping 

advisers in making the right Platform choice in their quest for success.
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Overview
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A       re you hearing all the hype and jargon 
about the new generation of platform 
solutions? Are you wanting to know 

more about what all the acronyms mean and 
whether they are right for you - SMA, IMA, MDA, 
UMA?

The hype….
Maybe you are drawn to the hype and are 

thinking the new generation of platforms sound 
incredibly transformational for your business in 
the new generation of FoFA world. Maybe you are 
thinking they are far more innovative than a plain 
old wrap.  

Maybe you are frustrated by the clunky 
administration of your business at the moment? 
You might be blaming your dealer group or 
platform provider or even both for this.

Or maybe following FoFA, you are reviewing 

client and then seeking to marry up a smart 

professional, accurate and scalable reporting 

promise? 

You may also be concerned about how you are 
meeting best interest duties for clients and how 
this going to be interpreted when it is eventually 
and inevitably tested in court.  

And, if you didn’t have enough on your plate to 
consider, you may be thinking that your dealer 
group is no longer right for you. You may not be 
seeing eye to eye and may have even come to blows 
– especially when it comes to their Approved 
Product List (APL) and platform strategy.

A few of you may also be sitting on the side 
lines – accountants and mortgage brokers – 
trying to work out whether you want to get into 

for your clients or is it falling into the too hard 
basket? 

If any of these situations resonate, this Little 
Black Book is worth keeping close. Used as a 
companion to the Little Black Book of Dealer 
Groups, this book will guide you through the 
critical questions about platforms that you will 
need to be clear on before you change platforms. 

You must remember, there is no right or 
wrong answer when you are choosing a platform.  
You just need to make sure you go into the deci-
sion with your eyes wide open and consider all the 
implications of a change in platform strategy to 
your business. 
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“You must remember, there 
is no right or wrong answer 
when you are choosing a 
platform. You just need to 
make sure you go into the 
decision with your eyes 
wide open and consider all 
the implications of change 
in platform strategy to your 
business.” 

– Anne Fuchs
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The biggest and most important consideration to make when thinking 
about changing platforms is to consider your clients and what they 
need. At the end of it all it isn’t more complicated than this.

the moment. But if you are going to move dealer groups because of platform, take 

business second. Depending on the type of clients your business serves, and/or the 
portfolio construction methodology that you follow, you may not actually need a 

competitive schedule of fees.

Since time began in financial services, the industry has been built off the back 
of charging clients an ongoing trail or adviser service fee for an annual review 
and portfolio management service. But this is changing. 

platform administration and the cost of the annual adviser service fee eaten 
into any surplus return a client may have generated because of the advice 
given? 

cost index fund with low cost administration fees?  
You may be answering both “yes” and “no” to both of these questions.  The 

answers depend on so many variables – the clients’ risk profiles, investment 
time frames, their financial goals they are working towards, the complexity of 

Client base
DEFINE YOUR 
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DEFINE YOUR

their personal situations, and how strate-
gy and planning plays a role in generating 
a better financial position.  

So to best work out what platform is 
best for you and your clients, you must 
work out who your clients are, or who 
would you like to target. 

Do you have mainly ‘mum and dad’ 
clients who are without complexity in 
their personal or financial life?  These 
clients have simple but incredibly impor-
tant goals – dignified retirement, maxim-
ise and protect their savings as much as 
possible whilst not compromising their 
current standard of living.  

Most want to know how much is going 
to land in their bank account every month.  
They want to know they can afford to pay 
the school fees or to take a holiday, or visit 
one of the kids living overseas.  They want 
to be able to buy a gift for a grandchild’s 
birthday and know they are prepared for 
unexpected medical expenses.

Or do you have clients who are high-net 
worth individuals with more compli-
cated structures and needs? They may 
have a self-managed super fund (SMSF), 
direct shares and property, and other 
more complex advice needs. These clients 
though are no different to mum and dad 
clients in that their goals are emotive, 
personal and deeply important to them. 
You may be promising as part of your 

value proposition to them that you will 
proactively monitor their investments 
and manage the downside risk via a more 
dynamic asset allocation to investing. 

Your choice of platform should reflect 
your client base. The new generation of 
platform options offer functionality that 
may suit the needs of high-net worth 
clients. Conversely, they may not be suit-
able to mums and dads which might better 
suited to a low-cost, no frills platform 
solution, or potentially no platform at all. 

platforms with the additional options and 
functionality does not necessarily corre-
late to expensive and if fact, some of these 
offer more for less.

Take a good hard look in the mirror 
and be really honest about your business. 
Ask yourself these questions:

the new world of advice?

shares and property and if so, do they 
add value to their financial position?

how you will invest and manage their 
money?

The bottom line is you need to choose the 
right platform that suits your client base. 

Client base
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Self assessment
LOOK IN THE MIRROR 

“Choosing the right 
technology depends on 
what clients you look after. 
The industry is prone 
to overcomplicating the 
process. The reality is we 
need to strip it back and 
keep clients needs front 
and centre, even when 
sometimes this impacts our 
ability to grow revenue as 
an industry.” 

– Anne Fuchs
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Case study

Retirement facts
Your clients will need a lump sum of 
$744,000 to fund a comfortable retirement.1

Your clients have a 50% chance of outliving 
their retirement savings by 13 years.2

Your clients could have $8,300 or more 
sitting in lost super.3

48% of Australians have two or more super 
funds.4
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General Manager,  

Retail Wealth Platforms

Sources 1 Assumes couple, retiring at age 65 who will live to an 
average life expectancy of about 85 and desiring a comfortable 
lifestyle. ASIC Money Smart, August 2014. 2 Source: December 2012 
Retirement Income Report - Investment Trends. 3 Source: Derived from 
the lost uncontactable and lost inactive figures as at 30 June 2014 
from the Australian Taxation Office website (ato.gov.au). 4 Source: 
Australian Taxation Office, Tax Institute National Superannuation 
Conference ‘ATO audits and reviews of large super funds in 2014’, 
John Shepherd, August 2014 5 Applies in 2014/15 financial year and 
includes the Medicare levy. 6 When compared to receiving the $5,000 
as after-tax salary and investing outside super.



MLC Companies are part of the National Australia Bank Group of Companies. An investment with MLC is not a deposit or liability of, and not guaranteed by, NAB.

LET’S SAVE RETIREMENT

Save the future.
Become a retirement conservationist.
Your clients are facing some risks to their future lifestyle – volatile markets, 
inflation, uncertain life events, unexpected calamities.

MLC’s suite of solutions can help you save your clients’ retirement.

Visit mlc.com.au/savethefuture or call us on 133 652.
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The jargon
CUT THROUGH 

To help you make an informed decision 
about what is the right platform for 
you and your business, you have to 

first make sure you understand what all the 
jargon and acronyms actually mean. Below is 
a list of all the terminology f lying around when 
describing different platforms.1

The mFund Settlement Service enables you 
to buy and sell units in selected unlisted 
managed funds directly with the mFund issuer 
via a stockbroker or advisory services used to 
transact shares or other ASX products. 

track the process of buying and selling units 
in these managed funds. The holdings in these 

electronically and can be linked to the same 

hold other investments transacted through 
ASX, such as shares. 

IDPSs, Investor Directed Portfolio Services, 
are unregistered management investment 
schemes that hold and deal with one or more 
investments selected by investors. They are 
typically marketed as master funds and wrap 
accounts and clients make all the investment 
decisions. The client has the sole discretion to 
decide what (but not necessarily when) assets 
will be acquired or disposed of.

ASIC takes the approach that IDPSs are 
managed investment schemes and IDPS 
operators are regulated by ASIC as providers of 
financial services.

IDPS-like schemes are IDPSs that are 
structured like managed investment schemes, 
but they are registered managed investment 
schemes. 

An IMA – Individually Managed Account – is 
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a platform where investment portfolios are 
individually managed for each individual 
client.

In an IMA, the manager recommends to 
clients when to buy and sell securities based 
on each client’s stated investment strategy 
and/or objectives. 

Typically, IMAs are more suited to 
wholesale clients as a portfolio is advised 
unique to client needs. The investor makes 
decisions on each transaction or may authorise 
a specialist to execute transactions subject to 
an agreed investment strategy. 

Depending on the structure, IMAs may fall 
within ASIC’s definition of an MDA therefore 
IMAs regulated in the same manner as MDAs.
The benefits of an IMA include: 

existing shareholding to be incorporated; 

and in some cases, clients can have legal title 
over assets; 

According to ASIC, a master trust is an 
investment structure that allows an investor 
to hold a portfolio of managed funds under 
the one umbrella.2 It provides centralised 
reporting and is often used by financial 
advisers as an easy way to manage their 
client’s portfolio.

An MDA – Managed Discretionary Account 
– is an arrangement that involves operators 
managing a portfolio of assets for a retail client 
on an individual basis. MDA operators have 
the discretion to make investments without 
referring to the client for each transaction.

Clients’ assets are managed as a discrete 
portfolio belonging to that client and held in a 
manner that clearly identifies them as assets 
of the particular client. In MDAs, there is no 
pooling of clients’ portfolios.

ASIC takes the approach that MDAs are 
managed investment schemes and MDA 
operators are regulated by ASIC as providers of 
financial services. 

A platform is an online administrative service 
that allows financial advisers to manage 
their clients’ investment and superannuation 
portfolios. Some platforms can be used by 
customers directly. In its most basic form, a 
platform aggregates data from several sources 
to provide a consolidated view of the client’s 
total investments. 

platforms were created to simplify the 
investment process for both investors and 
investment advisers. They are designed to 
consolidate investment performance and tax 
reporting and administration. 
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In a SMA – Separately Managed Account 
– individual securities are picked for the 
investor’s portfolio based on model portfolios. 
Investment decisions are made by the 
investment manager and executed on behalf of 
all investors by the managed account operator. 

SMAs tend to be more suited to retail 
clients because it is portfolio model driven. 
Depending on the structure, some SMAs may 
fall within ASIC’s definition of an MDA and 
would therefore be regulated in the same 
manner as MDAs. 

Typically though SMAs are structured either as 
a registered managed investment scheme or as an 
IDPS-like scheme. Often the operator’s Australian 

dictate which structure is used. 
A SMA requires a constitution and a PDS. 

Some of the benefits of an SMA include: 

i.e. client has beneficial ownership of assets; 

models created by managers; 

and view their underlying stocks as a single 
portfolio, even where stock is invested over 
more than one model portfolio within the SMA; 
or if managed on a more advanced platform, 
investors and their advisers can drill down and 
see the individual stock and parcel holdings 

SMA is made up of listed securities versus 
managed funds.

“The financial 
services industry is 
full of acronyms and 
jargon. Sometimes, 
it just gets a bit too 
much and we have to 
stop, think and say 

mean and how does 
it add meaningful 
and demonstrable 
value to clients?’” 

– Anne Fuchs
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A UMA – Unified Managed Account – is a 
professionally managed, consolidated, private 
investment service that may be individually 
tailored for an individual client’s circumstances 
and tax position.

The UMA service is tax structure agnostic. 
This means that investors can hold investments 
directly when advantageous or via other means 
when it is not.  
The benefits of a UMA include: 

be automatically traded in a manner that is 
most tax advantageous to that person’s needs 
providing additional value when compared to 
equivalent wrap accounts, managed funds or 
direct share portfolios. 

The terms wrap and platform are used 
interchangeably. 

providers and also charge a separate fee for 
their services which is paid directly from the 
customer’s cash account on the platform. 

According to ASIC, a wrap is similar to a 
master trust but it allows an investor to hold 
direct shares as investments not just managed 
funds, under the one umbrella.3  It is also used 
by financial advisers to provide centralised 
reporting and f lexibility which may allow the 
investor to save costs.

You’re probably hearing about these terms too 
so here they are defined. 

RG 148 is ASIC’s Regulatory Guide which 
monitors and reviews the platform sector. The 
guide was released in June 2013 and explains 
to platform operators ASIC’s objectives when 
regulating platforms, the requirements for 
operating a platform and the disclosure 
obligations of platform operators. 

It also explains some of the obligations 
when issuing investments through platforms, 
and of financial product advisers who give 
advice about platforms.4 

This regulation is linked with the growth 
of vertical integration in the sector and the 
blanket use of platforms for all investment 
clients regardless of the complexity of their 
financial position.

Best interest duty is the new obligation by ASIC 
for financial advice providers to act in the 
best interests of the client. These obligations 
are contained in Division 2 of Part 7.7A of the 
Corporations Act 2001. 

According to the CPA, the new obligations 
meld the mechanics and motivation of 
providing advice and prescribe how an adviser 
should approach them.5

advice, an adviser has three separate duties:
1) a duty to act in the client’s best interests. 
2) a duty to provide advice that is appropriate. 
3)  a duty to prioritise the client’s interests in 

the event of a conflict. 



Federation Managed Accounts, a contemporary and 
competitively priced investment administration platform  
that delivers powerful adviser and client outcomes.

This information was prepared by Federation Alliance Limited ABN 99 155 709 809 AFSL 437400, the promoter. 
Federation Managed Accounts is issued by Australian Unity Funds Management Limited ABN 60 071 497 115  

current Product Disclosure Statement (PDS) and consider whether the product is appropriate for you. A copy of the  
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The hype around the new environment 
is rife. Many experts share their opin-
ions and evidence to encourage advis-

are some of the current opinions. 
The Investment Trends May 2014 Planner 

Technology Report indicates that in the new 
FoFA environment, financial advisers have 
greater freedom on choice of platform selec-
tion. And according to this report, more advis-
ers are using this freedom to change the mix 
of platforms they use focusing even more on 
the platforms that best address their business 
needs.6 

Despite adviser increased satisfaction, 
however, the report also indicated that 18 per 
cent of advisers would be looking for a new or 
additional platform in the next 12 months. The 
report indicated that when asked which plat-
forms they plan to use, wraps lead the way. 

The report also indicated that while plat-
form providers made many new enhancements 
relating to FoFA, the new lower-cost and f lex-
ible pricing platform models have been most 
popular among advisers.7  

Some advisers were also consider-
ing moving “off-platform” and administer-
ing clients themselves, according to a recent 
Colonial First State report8 however manag-
ing the overarching tax consequences across a 
clients’ overall portfolio can pose a challenge 
that must be considered.    

HypeHype



Hype
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According to online investment company 
Stockspot, some independent financial advis-
ers are looking at options to avoid the high 
cost of platforms including ASX mFunds and 
SMAs however once again, the management 
of the overarching tax consequences across 
a clients’ overall portfolio still needs to be 

considered to ensure the full picture of the 
client’s financial position is understood. 

And according to ASIC, some of the issues 
and risks that the platform market are facing 
during this changing FoFA period include:

rienced platform operators

ment types on platforms 

edge or training requirements that advis-
ers are obliged to have to give advice about 
platforms

ance requirements.9

The bottom line is don’t be drawn into the 
hype of the new platforms. Take the time to 
understand your clients and their needs and 
understand the jargon. The right platform will 
then be obvious.
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ADAD

WealthPortal ACN – 131 002 036 is an Authorised Representative of AdviceNet Pty Ltd  
(Australian Financial Services Licence (AFSL) Number 308200)
www.mywealthportal.com.au  Telephone: 1300 379 762

The POWER  
to do more
Portfolio administration and online 
reporting for all assets and liabilities 
in a single investment service
> Investment transparency – a single portfolio view, 24/7
> Enhanced tax management of investments
> Flexibility of investment planning and management
> Greater control – for dealer groups, advisors and their clients

Proud to be a Platinum Sponsor  

of the Little Black Book
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“
that platforms have 
their strengths and 
weaknesses, it’s 
imperative to find 
one that aligns its 
capabilities with the 
needs of the business. 
The challenge is to 
select a platform 
that can operate 
across the complex 
tax entity spectrum 
of retail super and 
pension, SMSF and 
investments.”
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D espite FoFA’s reigning in of volume 
bonuses and other conf licted reve-
nue payments which have tradi-

tionally subsidised the cost of the advice and 
dealer group services, advisers must realise 
that the link between dealer groups and plat-
forms is still very real in many cases. 

For as long as platforms have existed, they 
have paid volume bonus payments to the dealer 
groups as clients have not been prepared to pay 
the true cost for advice. 

As a result of FoFA, vertically integrat-
ed dealer groups now limit advisers’ choice of 

the platform suits your clients’ needs. 
But there’s no free lunch. It becomes a 

problem if the platform’s offering doesn’t suit 
your clients’ needs. 

As an alternative, independently owned 
boutique offering dealer groups are offer-
ing the next generation platforms with model 
portfolios structured to manage your client’s 
down side risk, otherwise described as dynam-
ic asset allocation, along with a new level of 

consolidated reporting.  This is often suitable 
for sophisticated and high-net worth clients. 
But don’t be fooled by the fancy names and 
offerings because they might sound like the 
next best thing. 

The majority of dealer groups using this 
next generation of platforms have conflicts 
that exists within their model, which again 
may not be a problem as long as it adds value to 
the client and is understood. They own a plat-
form and charge a licensee advice fee for the 
operation of the investment management or 
model portfolio service just like vertically inte-
grated groups albeit they have broad Approved 
Product Lists to ensure choice and f lexibility 
for their advisers and generally manage this 
conflict well.   

to choose the best platform and how to avoid 
unnecessary adviser fees.10 It’s no different 
today. Just be aware that different platforms 
may now call the fees by different names. 

Make sure you clearly understand all the 
fees and charges that will apply to your clients’ 
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portfolio so that you are comparing apples with 
apples, not apples with oranges. 

Some of the fees to look out for and understand 
how they impact your clients are:

model portfolio fee

If you are thinking about moving dealer 
groups to access a new platform offering to 
better service the needs of your clients and 
your business make sure you understand and 
are aligned with the investment philosophy 
for the model portfolio’s you will be investing 
in for your different client segments.  This will 
give you a better understanding of the plat-
form’s ability to satisfy your clients’ needs. 

Rightly or wrongly, as you now under-
stand, dealer groups still make money off the 
platform they provide. Therefore, if there’s an 
opportunity to recruit a new adviser or transi-
tion funds under management, there’s a finan-
cial incentive for the dealer group and platform 
provider to do so. 

As an adviser, you must be aware of 
these incentive payments which motivate 
a small number of dealer groups to encour-
age advisers to change platforms. In making 
your decision, advisers should consider the 

actual benefits of the new platform to your 
clients, not incentive payments that may still 
be made.   Think about it, if your clients knew 
about this incentive payment for the switch 
what would their reaction be?  Use this to 
frame your decision making process when 
being courted by dealer groups and platforms 
to switch your business.  

And if there wasn’t enough to consider, 
don’t forget ASIC’s updated Regulatory Guide 
148 (RG 148) that requires advisers to include 
in statements of advice (SOA) why a particu-
lar platform and particular investments are 
recommended.11 

Some advisers wrap their advice includ-
ing strategies, investments and the platform 
used into one piece of advice.  ASIC and RG148 
reminds us of the need to unbundle the recom-
mendations and to specifically consider wheth-
er or not using a platform is in the interests of 
the client.  

RG 148 also states that advisers provide 
clients with a list of the features and servic-
es of the recommended platform, the invest-
ments available, the fees and cost of the under-
lying investments, any tax implications and 
what will happen if the client wants to leave the 
platform.  

If in doubt go back to the basic question of 
“what do your clients need?” and does this new 
platform facilitate this? 

Don’t test best interest duty by trying to 
sell services to your clients they don’t need. 
Be conservative and cautious! If it ain’t broke, 
don’t fix it!  



“If in doubt go back to the 
basic question of ‘what do your 
clients need?’ and does this new 
platform facilitate this? 
Don’t test best interest duty 
by trying to sell services 
to your clients they don’t 
need. Be conservative and 
cautious! If it ain’t broke, 
don’t fix it!”

– Anne Fuchs
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AD

Whether you are looking to grow your business,  

retain clients or maximise efficiency, you should  

never underestimate the importance of having 

an ally at your side. Someone you have 

confidence in to be with you at each step  

along the way. 

It’s by working together towards a common  

goal that unlocks the untapped potential. 

We work hard to form stronger working 

relationships with advisers. This is all about 

listening to your needs and creating greater 

value to deliver bigger and better opportunities 

for your business.

So, how do we help you confidently move  

forward by finding efficiencies that lead to 

greater productivity, stronger growth and  

unlock your true business potential? 

We do it together.

 

colonialfirststate.com.au/together

For advisers only. This is general information only and does not take into account any individual objectives, financial situation 
or needs. Investors should consider the relevant PDS, available from colonialfirststate.com.au, before making an investment 
decision. Colonial First State Investments Limited, ABN 98 002 348 352, AFSL 232468, is owned ultimately by Commonwealth 
Bank of Australia ABN 48 123 123 124 through the Colonial First State group of companies.                       CFS2168_MM_FP_01

TOGETHER

 WHY WE PUT YOU  
 AND YOUR CLIENTS
 AT THE HEART
OF EVERYTHING  
 WE DO
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The shortlist
SHORTLIST POTENTIAL OPTIONS 

T ransitioning clients from 
one platform to another is a 
big decision that will create 

a large amount of administrative 
work and headaches for you and your 
staff.  If your current platform isn’t 
as administratively efficient as you 
need it to be then the end result will 
be worth it.  

But it is important to stay prag-
matic at this time and thorough-
ly analyse the pros and cons of each 
platform provider and offer. To know 
for sure, it is important you stress-
test their offer to ensure the benefits 
really exist. 

If the platform provider is reluc-
tant to provide you with the informa-
tion you want, alarm bells should ring.  
As a minimum, in addition to under-
standing the cost structure, ensure 
that you fully understand - 

the platform manage/support, IMA, 

administratively and the extent of 
tax reporting provided across all 
classes

product scope and/or agnosticity)

and performance against same
Another great way to really 

stress-test the platform’s offering is 
to telephone a few advisers already 
using the platform for a reference – 
but chose advisers from your own 
research and not just those provided 
to you by the platform provider as a 
referee!  Make sure you identify refer-
ees that will allow you to compare 
like with like.  Asking an adviser who 
works with Mum and Dad investors 
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SHORTLIST POTENTIAL OPTIONS 

when you work with high net worth 
isn’t going to help you.

-
tions to help you understanding how 
the platform performs. Don’t just ask 
“Are you happy?”  
Ask them:

with? 

Are they working on this?

If you have reached this point and 
are serious about looking at other 

options, it is extremely important to 
set yourself a deadline to conduct your 
due diligence and make a decision. 
Three months should be ample time 
to thoroughly review the options.  

Remember, when you are spend-
ing time considering your options to 
change platforms, you are not spend-
ing time with clients. And when you 
are not with clients, you are not 
making money.   Do not underes-
timate the time it takes to change 
platforms.

But if you work through this 

platform that will improve your busi-
ness and your value proposition to 
clients. 
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The shortlist
SHORTLIST POTENTIAL OPTIONS 

“If you are pretty sure that 
your current platform no 
longer meets your clients 
needs and you’ve done the 
research, stress test the 
options to make sure that 
you aren’t going from the 
frying pan into the fire.” 

– Anne Fuchs
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Stakeholders
TALK TO YOUR STAKEHOLDERS 

You would realise by now that changing platforms is a major decision 
and you must talk to those who the decision will impact most – your 
staff. 

you see. But your staff may have a completely different perspective.
It is vital to talk to key stakeholders to make a fully informed decision:

transitioning from one platform to another. They can road test platform logins, 
reporting functionality and the call centre to give a different point of view. 

talk to key clients if necessary. 

brokers, accountants, or lawyers can give you vital perspective in this decision.  
Part of the reason they might be referring to you is because they are comforta-
ble with your current licensing and platform model.  Changing this could upset 
the apple cart.   

An open and honest attitude at this stage will help you make the best 
decision. 
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Decisions
MAKE A DECISION 

If you have followed this advice and done your research properly, your deci-
sion should be relatively easy. 

 You’ve clearly defined your client base and looked at both your existing 
and your potential clients. You’ve looked at your current platform and 
checked out their pros and cons. 
 You better understand the jargon and what it means to you and your 
business. 
 You understand the hype and the new FoFA environment and how it 
affects you, dealer groups and platforms. 
 You understand the structural link between dealer groups and platforms.
 You’ve shortlisted potential options and tested their offerings. 
 You’ve talked to your staff, your referrers, and your existing clients. 

If the pros for changing platforms far out way the cons, and you are weigh-
ing up between a few, your gut instinct should point you in the right direction. 

If you still can’t decide, go back to the number one reason you are in busi-
ness, your clients.  Apply the family test.  If you are comfortable recommending 
this change of platform to your mother, sister or grandmother then you’ve made 
the right decision. Other commercial promises will be short-term.
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FIND THE RIGHT PLATFORM FOR YOUR COMPANY

Colonial First State offers advisers two platform options: FirstWrap - a full service wrap 

aimed at more sophisticated clients that provides advisers with greater control over their 

business; and FirstChoice known for its value for money, fast, reliable service and great 

range of investments.

FirstWrap is a full service wrap, designed to drive effi ciencies for advisers and 

businesses and help advisers deliver outstanding service to their clients. Its investment 

choice, features and fl exibility enables advisers to effectively implement and manage 

sophisticated investment solutions. There are a number of reasons why FirstChoice 

is Australia’s most widely used platform1, and was ranked best overall platform in the 

2014 Wealth Insights Platform Service Level Survey2, but we can explain the FirstChoice 

difference with just three words: simplicity, effi ciency and value.

We promise you a simple, easy-to-use platform to help you service your clients with 

straight-forward investment needs. You’ll experience market-leading effi ciency through 

our unique mandate structure and powerful online tools. And your clients will benefi t 

from our award-winning value for money. 

That’s the FirstChoice difference.

adviserservices@colonialfirststate.com.au

Colonial First State

Phone enquiries for adviser 

and planners

8am – 7pm, Monday to Friday 

AEST

T: 13 18 36

F: 02 9303 3200

1 Source: Investment Trends April 2013 

Planner Technology Report, based on 

responses from over 1,400 financial 

planners. 2 Source: 2014 Wealth Insights 

Platform Service Level Report

A COMPELLING OFFER

Federation Alliance is a cooperative-style model with shares representing a 90% 

ownership offered to investors.

ABOUT THE PLATFORM

Federation Managed Accounts is a convenient and transparent investment 

administration platform with powerful Adviser and Client outcomes.

Federation Managed Accounts was launched in 2013 between a group of 

fi nancial services veterans and Australian Unity.  The partnership brings together 

the long-standing experience of the Federation Alliance key principals and 

Australian Unity, an independent mutual with a history spanning more than 170 

years.

The platform provides easy access to a broad range of investment options, 

including but not limited to:

| SMA’s/model portfolios | Cash and Term deposits | Fixed Interest Securities | 

ASX Securities | International Equities | ETF’s | Suitable for SMSF

info@fedalliance.com.au

Federation Alliance Limited

Level 23, 307 Queen Street

Brisbane Q4000

GPO Box 2466

Brisbane Q4001

T: 07 3188 0808

F: 07 3188 0809
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PRUDENT PERFORMANCE

MLC is the wealth management division of the National Australia Bank 

(NAB) and provides investment, superannuation, insurance and private 

wealth solutions to corporate and institutional customers.

MLC Retail Wealth Platforms which consists of the MLC Wrap, MLC 

Navigator and MLC MasterKey platforms representing over 350,000 

investors and $60 billion in Funds Under Management (FUM). 

MLC is committed to growing and fostering relationships with 

independently owned and licensed advisers who choose MLC’s 

fi nancial solutions to meet the needs of their clients. 

www.mlc.com.au

MLC Head office 

105-153 Miller St 

North Sydney 

NSW, 2060 

WealthPortal has been established specifi cally to deliver specialised products 

and services to the wealth accumulation/wealth management market. 

WealthPortal has developed a sophisticated online fully-integrated administration 

and reporting service with a single point of entry utilising a Unifi ed Managed 

Accounts (UMA) as its core. 

Recognising that long-term success in any industry ultimately depends on 

the continuous delivery of an ever-improving and dynamic offering, WealthPortal 

prides itself on client focus and service delivery which will remain a key driver 

into the future. 

Our aim is to offer you a fully-integrated Managed Account service thereby 

eliminating diffi culties in integrating tax reporting across other fi nancial products 

and/or the ineffi ciencies of duplicated administration fees that have served as a 

disincentive to the take-up of Managed Accounts in Australia . 

Our Managed Account Service is the fi rst of a number of strategic fi nancial 

services WealthPortal is developing for fi nancial planners, accountants and 

investors alike.

WealthPortal

Level 5, 10 Spring Street

Sydney NSW 2000 

PO Box R1926

Royal Exchange NSW 1225

T: 1300 379 762

enquiries@mywealthportal.com.au
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In 1999 netwealth Investments Limited (“netwealth”) was founded to provide 

astute investors and the wealth management industry with a better way to 

invest and protect current and future wealth and fi nancial wellbeing.

netwealth provides a range of innovative and award winning investment, 

superannuation & advice solutions to more than 30,000 members and 

investors.

netwealth is privately owned and is not constrained by institutional ownership.  

It is a member of the Heine Brothers Group (Heine), a privately owned group 

that originated in Europe in 1865 and has a long history in international trade 

and fi nance.  

Subscribe to our free email newsletters on a range of topics delivered 

straight to your inbox

Money Management: Australia’s leading source of news and analysis for 

fi nancial planners, dealer group principals and investment professionals.

Super Review: The Super Review newsletter provides the latest news and 

analysis for all segments of the dynamic and rapidly changing superannuation 

and institutional investment industries.

SMSF Essentials: Launched in 2011, SMSF Weekly has established itself as a 

leading source of news and strategic information for the fastest growing space in 

superannuation, self-managed super funds.

People and Products: Money Management’s weekly round-up of the latest 

developments for the industry’s complex and ever-growing array of products and 

services.

www.moneymanagement.com.au/membership/newsletters

www.netwealth.com.au

For more information visit 

www.netwealth.com.au or call us 

on 1800 888 223 to speak to a 

netwealth BDM.
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Further reading

ASIC looks at revising regulation of 
platforms - 29 March 2012
www.claytonutz.com/publications/edition/29_

march_2012/20120329/asic_looks_at_revising_

regulation_of_platforms.page

eliminate unnecessary adviser fees - Feb 
2011
www.2020directinvest.com.au/Resources/FileLibrary/

MFL-Wrap-Article-mar11.pdf

A platform for growth - 28 Sept 2010
www.smh.com.au/money/on-the-money/a-platform-

for-growth-20100922-15lwr.html 

Master trusts and wraps - 24 April 2014
www.moneysmart.gov.au/investing/financial-

advice/meeting-with-a-financial-adviser/

master-trusts-and-wraps

FoFA - Best Interests Duty, Guidance for 
CPA Australia public practitioners -  
July 2013
www.cpaaustralia.com.au/~/media/Corporate/AllFiles/

Document/professional-resources/financial-planning/

best-interests-duty.pdf 

SOAs set to grow as platform choices fall 
under best interest duty - 
 6 September 2013
www.moneymanagement.com.au  

/news/financial-planning/2013/

soas-set-to-grow-as-best-interest-kicks-in

Low-cost platforms a hit with planners -  
10 July 2013
www.moneymanagement.com.au 

/news/financial-planning/2013/

investment-trends-low-cost-platforms-hit-planners

 
4 April 2013
www.moneymanagement.com.au 

/news/financial-planning/2013/

financial-planner-investment-platforms-questioned

Platform satisfaction at 11 year high –  
12 August 2014
www.financialplanningmagazine.com.au/news/

platform-satisfaction-at-11-year-high

Planners have greater freedom of platform 
choice: Planner Technology Report -  
13 August 2014
www.adviservoice.com.au/2014/08/planners-greater-

freedom-platform-choice-planner-technology-report/, 

13 August 2014

Regulatory Guide 148: Platforms that are 
managed investment schemes – June 2013
www.asic.gov.au/asic/pdflib.nsf/LookupByFileName/

rg148-published-28-June-2013.pdf/$file/rg148-

published-28-June-2013.pdf

Regulation Impact Statement - Future of 
Financial Advice: Best interests duty and 
related obligations – December 2012
www.asic.gov.au/asic/pdflib.nsf/LookupByFileName/

RIS - FOFA - Best Interests Duty and Related 

Obligations.pdf/$file/RIS - FOFA - Best Interests Duty 

and Related Obligations.pdf
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